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As a first step to Antarctic blue whale (ABW) monitoring using passive acoustics, a method based
on the stochastic matched filter (SMF) is proposed. Derived from the matched filter (MF), this
filter-based denoising method enhances stochastic signals embedded in an additive colored noise by
maximizing its output signal to noise ratio (SNR). These assumptions are well adapted to the passive detection of ABW calls where emitted signals are modified by the unknown impulse response
of the propagation channel. A filter bank is computed and stored offline based on a priori knowledge of the signal second order statistics and simulated colored sea-noise. Then, the detection relies
on online background noise and SNR estimation, realized using time-frequency analysis. The SMF
output is cross-correlated with the signal’s reference (SMF þ MF). Its performances are assessed
on an ccean bottom seismometer-recorded ground truth dataset of 845 ABW calls, where the location of the whale is known. This dataset provides great SNR variations in diverse soundscapes. The
SMF þ MF performances are compared to the commonly used MF and to the Z-detector (a subspace detector for ABW calls). Mostly, the benefits of the use of the SMF þ MF are revealed on
low signal to noise observations: in comparison to the MF with identical detection threshold, the
false alarm rate drastically decreases while the detection rate stays high. Compared to the
Z-detector, it allows the extension of the detection range of ’ 30 km in presence of ship noise with
equivalent false discovery rate.

I. INTRODUCTION

Blue whales worldwide were driven close to extinction
by commercial and illegal whaling during the 20th century.
As an endangered species, they have been protected internationally since 1965.1 This decision has been endorsed in the
southern hemisphere by the creation of the Indian Ocean
Whale Sanctuary in 1979, the first area where all types of
commercial whaling are banned.2
The investigation of such a large open-water area requires
adequate methods, complementary to visual observations.
Passive acoustic monitoring is an economical, non-intrusive,
durable, and efficient technique for blue whale survey using
their loud (between 180 and 190 dB3,4) and low frequency
(<50 Hz) sounds. Whale monitoring is usually performed using
acoustic measurements from the sound fixing and ranging
channel.3,5,6 However, seismic data recorded from the seafloor
have been shown to provide valuable information, especially
when considering passive acoustic monitoring of blue
whales7–9 with a detection range easily exceeding 100 km.10
Data recorded by this mean offer a complete immersion
in the sensor’s area soundscapes. The Antarctic blue whale
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(ABW) stereotyped call (named Z-call) occurring in the
[18–26.8] Hz bandwidth, is a good candidate for automatic
detection.6,11–13 However, numerous sound sources overlap
in the same frequency band such as high energy noises due
to seismic activity or ship radiated tonal noises.14
Passive acoustic monitoring automatic detection strategies are usually based on signal cross-correlation functions
such as temporal MFs12 or spectrogram-based template
matching.5 They rest on strong assumptions of white background noise and deterministic signals. Due to the propagation, these assumptions are hard to fulfilled in passive
acoustic monitoring. Consequently, those methods are not
well adapted to ABW call detection on data recorded in low
signal to noise ratio (SNR) environments, whether it is due
to high background noise in the signal’s bandwidth or distant
call detection.
To overcome the aforementioned methods limitations,
the approach presented in this paper is based on the stochastic matched filter (SMF). The SMF was originally derived
from the MF for active sonar processing to maximize the
SNR of stochastic signals embedded in colored noise. These
assumptions are also well suited for passive detection of stereotyped marine mammals calls15,16 where emitted signals
are modified by the unknown impulse response of the propagation channel. Therefore, at the reception, they can be considered as stochastic. Preliminary results on ABW call

detection and scuba-divers breathing detection have illustrated the potential of this filter at low SNR, with various
types of noises.13 The work presented in this paper aims to
evaluate the SMF performances with strong SNR variations.
It is realized using a ground truth dataset, where a set of
845 Z-calls are manually annotated by an expert. Results are
compared to classical temporal cross correlation (matched
filters) and to the Z-detector, a method recently developed
based on subspace-detection.6,17
To present the SMF for ABW call detection in a passive
context and evaluate its performances, the remainder of the
paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the experimental database with a special attention to soundscapes and
Z-call description. Section III focuses then on the detection
strategy. Section IV deals with performances assessment
using a ground truth dataset. Finally, Section V discusses the
results and some current limitations of the method and how
they might be mitigated.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DATA
A. Dataset
1. RHUM-RUM network and the SWIR array

Data used in this work were recorded in the southwest
Indian Ocean by the RHUM-RUM (Reunion Hotspot and
Upper Mantle—Reunion’s Unterer Mantel)) seismic network18–20 and are currently hosted at the RESIF French
national seismic archive center.21,22 Part of the RHUMRUM project was to characterize the micro-seismicity associated to an active seamount located on the Southwest Indian
Ridge (SWIR). A dense sub-array of eight autonomous
ocean bottom seismometers (OBSs), denoted as the SWIR
array, was deployed locally between October 2012 and
November 2013. Each OBS was equipped with a three component seismometer and a hydrophone, recording data continuously during the immersion time with a 100 Hz sampling

frequency. Only hydrophone-recorded data are used in this
work. The SWIR array covered an area of 70 km  40 km
with depth varying from 2822 to 5430 m. Its inter-sensor distance of about 20 km is convenient for multiple sites observation of baleen whale songs and therefore for their
localization and tracking (Fig. 1).9 For further information,
the complete RHUM-RUM network and OBSs technical
descriptions are detailed in the RHUM-RUM performance
report.23
2. Whale localization and tracking

The description of remote ABW songs (Sec. II C) and
the evaluation of the passive SMF performances on real data
(Sec. IV) are performed using the result of the tracking of a
calling ABW swimming through the SWIR array on May
31st, 2013 (Fig. 1). This individual’s song is recorded continuously, for more than 21 h (from 01:20 to 22:40 on OBS
RR48). The tracking method, fully detailed in Ref. 9, is
based on time difference of arrival. The localization takes
into account the acoustic propagation context by including
environmental characteristics such as the region’s complex
bathymetry.
B. Soundscape

In addition to ABW songs, diverse sound sources occur
in the SWIR array area below 50 Hz and are interpreted as
soundscapes.14 Their origin can be geophysical (sound sources generated by non-biological natural sources, e.g., meteorological noises, earthquakes, iceberg tremors, etc.),
biological (non-human biological sound sources, e.g., whale
songs) or anthropogenic (sound generated by humans24). As
an example, Fig. 2 displays two spectrograms recorded on
May 28th, 2013, at two different moments (respectively
06.00 and 15.30), on OBS RR47. These data are representative of the soundscapes wealth offered by this area, under

FIG. 1. (Color online) ABW passive
acoustic monitoring tracking through
the SWIR array. Star denotes the OBS
positions (Ref. 9).

FIG. 2. Soundscape examples (a), (b) and zoomed sections (c)–(e). Records by the station RR47 on May 28th, 2013 represented as gray-scaled spectrograms.
Spectrogram parameters (a), (b): Hanning window, w ¼ 2048, overlap ¼ 98%. (a) Anthropogenic dominated soundscape at 06.00. (b) Biological dominated soundscape at 15.30. (c) Zoomed section of spectrogram (a) around 22 min (w ¼ 1024, overlap ¼ 98%)—Highlights: ship noise and fin whale backbeats (14–16 Hz). (d)
Zoomed section of spectrogram (b) around 25 min (w ¼ 256, overlap ¼ 98%)—Highlights: Z-call unit A (’26 Hz), P-calls (27 Hz) and chorus. (c) Zoomed section
of spectrogram (b) around 68 min (w ¼ 512, overlap ¼ 98%)—Highlights: Madacascan pygmy blue whale calls, fin whale pulses and chorus.

50 Hz. Due to the passage of a ship near the SWIR array,
anthropogenic sound sources are predominant in Fig. 2(a).
However, mostly biological sound sources are displayed in
Fig. 2(b). To ease spectrogram understanding, soundscapes
elements are sorted here between two categories: continuous
or short-duration sounds.
1. Continuous sounds

A wideband noise occurs between 16 and 27 Hz on both
soundscape spectrograms [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. It is called
the chorus effect, the contribution of remote whales’ songs.6
It is most likely due to baleen whale calls, e.g., fin whales
pulsed calls and ABW Z-calls.9
Furthermore, ship radiated tonal noise is present for the
total observation duration [Fig. 2(a)], denoted by an acoustic
frequency comb14 [Fig. 2(c)]. One of the tonal frequencies at
’ 26 Hz, occurs at the same frequency than Z-call unit A,
detailed in Sec. II C.
2. Short-duration sounds

Several short-duration sounds with different characteristics appear on both soundscapes. Most of them can be attributed to baleen whales wandering in the area.

Several ABW Z-call unit A (more detailed in Sec.
II C) appear on both observations at ’26 Hz, all along
Fig. 2(a), mixed with one of the ship tonals. They also
appear in Fig. 2(b) between ’5 and 30 min [zoomed—
(d)] and probably around 50 and 63 min. Unknown caller “P-call”9,25 at 27 Hz is also present in Figs. 2(b)
and 2(d).
Fin whale song units are also visible on both soundscapes. They are described as short-duration pulses: the most
common, the 20 Hz-pulse usually covers the [13–31.5] Hz
frequency band. Remote fin whale 20 Hz pulses are visible
between 16 and 28 Hz9,26 on both soundscapes, but mostly
on Fig. 2(b) before 20 min and starting again at 40 min. On
Fig. 2 zoomed section (c), another fin whale unit occurs on a
smaller frequency scale in the 14–16 Hz frequency band,
denoted as fin whale “backbeats.”27
Another short-duration sound is attributed to blue
whales. Madacascan pygmy blue whale type call starts at
52 min on Fig. 2(b) [zoomed section (e)]. They are composed of two long units. The first one is composed of 3 to 4
simultaneous tonals between ’13.5 and 34.0 Hz, with ’7 Hz
intervals. Most of the energy of the second unit is concentrated on a “triple down sweep” from ’24.4 to 21.6 Hz with
a maximum at ’23.25 Hz.9

Furthermore, different broadband noises occur in Fig.
2(a) at 9 min, 43 min, and with higher energy from 73 to
77 min as well as on Fig. 2(b) at 14.6, 15.7, and 45.5 min and
with higher energy between 51.4 and 53.6 min and 78.3 and
79.8 min. They are due to the frequent micro-seismic and
seismic events that where originally studied in the area by
the RHUM-RUM project.
C. ABW call songs and call description

The ABW song is described using blue whale songs specific nomenclature.3,9 Its call is named Z-call because of its
recognizable Z-shape in the time-frequency domain. It is
constituted of three short successive units. Unit A is a
slightly modulated tone lasting ’12 s with a maximum at
26.2 Hz, followed by unit B, a 2 s frequency-modulated
down-sweep that joins units A and C. Unit C is also a
slightly modulated tone lasting 12.2 s with a maximum at
18.7 Hz. They are regularly repeated in series with an intercall interval of 66.4 6 0.4 s. Series are separated by longer
intervals of 206.4 6 9.9 s corresponding to the breathing of
the animal.9
Two observations of 15 min from May 31st, 2013
recorded on OBS RR43 are used to plot Fig. 3. Figure 3(a) is
the time-frequency representation of a complete series of
seven high SNR ABW calls followed by three calls of the
beginning of the following sequence. This record starts at
12:22, when the whale is estimated to be ’5 km away from
the sensor by the tracking data (Fig. 1). Because the ABW is
singing continuously for several hours, its song can be
recorded even long after its last measured location plotted on
Fig. 1. Figure 3(b) is the time-frequency representation of
several remote and low SNR Z-calls for which only unit A
remains. It was recorded on OBS RR43 at 21:52. Assuming
constant swim speed, at that time the ABW is considered
’ 100 km away in the Northwest direction. Figure 3(c) is the
comparative representation of both observations power spectrum densities (PSD), normalized by the high SNR PSD
maximum between 15 and 30 Hz. For the high SNR observation [PSD of Fig. 3(a)], despite the presence of fin whale
pulses between 15 and 35 Hz, the Z-call spectral content

stands out of the PSD. There is a 16 dB difference between
units A and C, underlining that unit A conveys more energy
than the rest of the call. With the distance, unit A loses
27 dB. Under the assumption that the propagation answer to
linear acoustics, unit C would be at about 43 dB on the
PSD. Yet, instead of the attenuated peak, there is a bump,
likely due to the effect of remote singing fin whales chorus.9,26,27 The 27 Hz tonal on the remote observation is generated by P-calls.
III. DETECTION STRATEGY

The detection strategy is based on the SMF, an extension of the MF where the signal of interest is never perfectly
known. This filter-based denoising method28 enhances stochastic signals embedded in an additive colored noise by
maximizing the filter’s output SNR.29 Unlike matched filtering methods, where the correlation is the optimum for the
detection of a known signal in white Gaussian noise,30 these
assumptions are well suited for detection in a passive
context.
The SMF has been used for detection in the time domain
in diverse fields such as modulated wideband signal detection in active sonar31,32 or audio pattern detection in automatic speech recognition.33 Another formulation of the SMF
as a time-varying linear filter provides faster online data
processing and significant representations of the method’s
filters.32 Recently, the SMF has been used for sperm whale
click and echo detection28 that even outperforms the TeagerKaiser-Mallat filter method.16 To continue investing the
potential of the SMF as a passive acoustic monitoring tool, it
is explored for ABW call detection. First results and realdata application are presented in Ref. 13, but with no performance assessments.
The SMF complete method is carefully detailed in Ref.
28, where the time-varying linear filter approach, chosen for
our passive context application is described. However, Sec.
III A presents a general overview of the method’s keypoints,
to introduce a two stages approach: first, the offline computation of the filter bank (Sec. III B) and then, the online application where the denoising occur (Sec. III C).

FIG. 3. (Color online) ABW call and propagation effects. Records from May 31st, 2013 on OBS RR43. Spectrogram parameters: Hanning window, w ¼ 1024,
overlap ¼ 98%. (a) 12:22—High SNR. (b) 21:52—Low SNR. (c) Comparative PSD normalized by the high SNR PSD maximum between 15 and 30 Hz.

A. SMF overview

In the discrete time domain, samples are denoted by the
index i 2 {1, 2,…,I} and the observation Z is composed of a
signal of interest S embedded in the additive noise N. Both S
and N are supposed to be realizations of random functions
whose second order statistics are known as covariance matrices. Using the signal and noise variances, respectively, r2S
and r2N , the observation is written as Z ¼ rSS0 þ rNN0, with
EfS20 g ¼ 1 and EfN02 g ¼ 1. S0 and N0 are both assumed centered, second-order stationary and mutually independent.32
The SMF theory29 shows that it is possible to expand Z into
a sum of known vectorsPWi weighted by uncorrelated random
variables zi such as Z ¼ Ii¼1 zi Wi and where fWi gi¼1;2;…;I is a
I-dimensional deterministic basis. Therefore, depending on the
choice of basis vectors, some random variables are carrying
more signal than noise. It is possible to find the appropriate basis
vectors to improve the output SNR of the filter.
The random variables zi are determined using the scalar
product between Z and deterministic vectors Ui such as
zi ¼ ZTUi. The basis fUi gi¼1;2;…;I (of I-dimensional deterministic vectors) that ensures the maximization of the SNR is
solution to the generalized eigenvalue problem that links the
respective signal and noise reduced covariance matrices
CS0 S0 and CN0 N0 . It is written
CS0 S0 Ui ¼ ki CN0 N0 Ui ;

(1)

with ki and Ui the eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors.
It is possible to show28,32 that the output SNR qouti directly
depends on the product between ki and the input SNR, represented by the power ratio r2S =r2N : qouti ¼ ki ðr2S =r2N Þ.
In practice, to overcome the stationary issue of the
noise, the observation is processed through an odd sliding
window Zk of size K, centered on the kth sample, denoted
Z[k]. An approximation of the signal of interest can be
reconstructed by keeping only Q[k] components associated
to the eigenvalues greater than a certain threshold such as


Q½ k 
X
Kþ1
~
;
(2)
S Q½k ½k ¼
zi;k Wi
2
i¼1
with zi;k ¼ ZkT Ui and where Q[k] is the dimension of the
basis fWi gi¼1;2;…;I that minimizes the mean square error
between the signal of interest and its approximation. It corresponds to the number of eigenvalues ki times the input SNR
of the kth sample qk greater than one28 such as
Q½k ¼ #ðqk ki  1Þ:

(3)

The approximation of the signal of interest can be written
for each sliding window’s center sample as the product between
the Zk observation and a Q[k]-dimensioned filter such as
S~Q½k ½k ¼ ZkT hQ½k ;

(4)

the filter being expressed as

hQ½k ¼

Q½ k 
X
i¼1




Kþ1
Ui ;
Wi
2

(5)

and where {Wi} and {Ui} are K-dimensional basis. Q[k] taking values between 1 and K, Equation (5) allows one to compute K vectors hQ (1  Q  K), from h1 ensuring the
maximization of the SNR, to hK whose bandwidth corresponds to the whole useful signal bandwidth28 (Sec. III B 2).
Equation (5), shows that it is possible to compute offline a
hQ filter bank, depending only on {Wi} and {Ui} basis estimation, that therefore relies on a priori knowledge of the
signal and noise covariances. This offline stage is developed
in Sec. III B, to calculate the filters for ABW call denoising
and detection. The online stage that consists in finding Q[k]
for each observation window center sample, and to apply the
proper number of filters is dealt with in Sec. III C.
B. Offline SMF

The offline stage of the SMF aims to generate a filter
bank, matching the signal and adaptable to any type of noise.
To solve the generalized eigenvalue problem Eq. (1), the signal covariance matrix is required (Sec. III B 1). The noise
covariance matrix is calculated over a classical simulated
underwater colored noise, with higher energy at low frequencies. The resulting filter bank is presented in (Sec. III B 2).
1. Signal’s covariance matrix estimation

The SMF requires an accurate knowledge of the signal’s
covariance matrix which provides insights on the variation
between samples. Computing CS0 S0 requires the signal’s
probability density function. It is obtained either by the estimation of an acoustic pattern from a dataset of several high
SNR representative signals5,11 or spectrum modeling using a
mixture Gaussian model.4,34 For signal with a known instantaneous frequency, it is also possible to realize a corresponding parametric model that describe the temporal variations
of the amplitude and phase.6,17
Here, for ABW call detection, the parametric model
described in Ref. 17 is used [Eq. (6)]. It is based on the complex form of an acoustic signal sðnÞ ¼ aðnÞejuðnÞ , with a(n)
the time-varying amplitude and u(n) the time-varying phase.
From the definition of the instantaneous frequency and its
parametric expression as a function of the (continuous) time
f ðtÞ ¼ fc þ

1 duðtÞ
UL
¼ fc þ L þ
;
2p dt
1 þ eaðtMÞ

(6)

it is possible to derive the expression of the time-varying
phase u(n), where n denotes the discrete time, as

!
n UL
1 þ eaM
uðnÞ ¼ 2p L þ
ln
þ u0 ;
fs
a
1 þ eaððn=fs ÞMÞ
(7)
where fc ¼ 22.6 Hz is the central frequency in the15–30 Hz
bandwidth, L and U are, respectively, linked to the lower
and upper asymptotes of the Z-call, M represents the time
shift and a the grow rate. The amplitude a(n), is set to vary
in accordance with the energetic difference between unit A
and C (Sec. II C). To compensate observed annual and

seasonal frequency variations within the call, the signal
is built as a summation of several frequency modulated signals with the following parameters: fs ¼ 100 Hz, TZcall
¼ 20 s, L ¼ [4.5; 4; 3.5] Hz, U ¼ [3.2; 3.6; 4] Hz, M
¼ ½TZcall =2; ðTZcall þ 0:5Þ=2; ðTZcall þ 1Þ=2 s, and a ¼ 1.8.
This temporal signature is then used to compute the signal’s
reduced covariance matrix CS0 S0 . The dimension of the signal is also chosen to be the size of the Zk sliding window:
therefore K ¼ 2001 bins.
2. Filter bank

The need here is to generate a filter bank that matches
the signal and is applicable at all time without any a priori
knowledge on the noise instantaneous variations. It is realized, by computing the filter bank using a synthetic seacolored noise. Those filters are saved and stored for
further use in the online application of the SMF. As seen in
Sec. III A, it is Q[k] that determines online the number of filters to apply. It depends on the eigenvalues and the current
SNR (Sec. III C).
Figure 4 illustrates the frequency response of filters h1,
h10, and hQmax, where hQ denotes the superposition of the Qfirst filters of the optimal linear filter bank for ABW call
detection and capital HQ denotes their spectral representation. They are compared to the spectral representation of the
signal’s reference, the optimal filter, HOpt. To maximize
qout, the first filter H1 is a short-band filter centered on the
most energetic component of the call, unit A at 26.3 Hz. It
is applied when the estimation of qk indicates there is no signal and realizes “noise cancellation.” The superposition of
the first ten filters H10 leads to two slightly larger band-pass
filters, respectively, centered on units A (26.3 Hz) and C
(18.6 Hz) of the call. HQmax represents the superposition of
the maximum number of filters that is applied when the estimated input qk (Sec. III C 2) is high enough. The filter’s pattern is then close to HOpt but when applied, it band-pass
filters the observation in the exact signal frequency band: it
realizes the full signal reconstruction.

C. Online SMF

The online stage of the SMF is where the reconstruction
and the detection occur. The observation background noise
is first estimated using time-frequency analysis (Sec. III C 1).
It provides both the real noise covariance matrix and a noise
reference for the online input SNR estimation (Sec. III C 2).
Knowing all the inputs, the signal and noise covariance
matrices [Eq. (1)], it is possible to solve the generalized
eigenvalue problem. For each sample of the observation
Z[k], it is then possible to evaluate Q[k], and apply the
proper number of filters to the current observation.
1. Online noise’s covariance matrix estimation

The SMF has been used for the passive acoustic detection of whales clicks.15,28 In those studies, the noise covariance matrix is estimated on annotated signal free samples.
Although it is quite convenient for supervised detection on
relatively short records, it becomes tedious and unpractical
for automatic detection on several-hours-long passive acoustic monitoring datasets with highly varying background
noise. Consequently, the following development deals with
finding a way to blindly take into account noise variations
despite frequency dependence and high energy events occurrence, to perform accurate estimation of CN0 N0 even in presence of the signal of interest S.13
The strategy for the noise’s covariance matrix estimation relies on time-frequency analysis. As for a spectrogram,
the observation is segmented in time using weighted overlapping windows. The PSD is calculated for each one of the
observation’s time segment. This representation of the observation in the time-frequency domain is denoted cZZ ðk0 ; f Þ.
An odd-lengthen median filter is then applied through time
on each frequency canal of the cZZ ðk0 ; f Þ. Its duration is longer than a Z-call duration in the time-frequency representation. This median filter temporally smoothen outliers
(impulsive events of duration shorter than the median filter
size) effects for each frequency band, such as the presence
of whale calls or short seismic events. The median filter having any effect on the overall observation level, this step provides a time-frequency estimate of the background noise,
denoted cN~ N~ ðk0 ; f Þ. Then, the Wiener-Khintchine theorem
that links the PSD and the autocorrelation of the signal is
applied, to estimate online the noise covariance matrix
CN0 N0 . It is used to solve online the generalized eigenvalue
problem and find the eigenvalues ki.
2. Time-dependent SNR estimation

FIG. 4. (Color online) Spectrum of three filters (H1, H10, HQmax) of the permanent filter bank compared to the spectral representation of the reference
signal (HOpt).

The estimation of the observation’s current input SNR qk,
is essential for the online application of the SMF [Eq. (3)]. This
time variable has a strong impact on the calculation of Q[k]
that indicates the number of filters to apply to the kth sample.
Its classical definition is the ratio between the instant power of
the signal and the noise’s. In practice, as the power of the
received signal of interest is never known, it is usually estimated as the difference between the instant power of the observation and the noise’s (rSk ¼ rZk  rNk ).32 However, passive

acoustic monitoring records can be noisy (Sec. II B) and therefore, there is a need for a more accurate qk estimation.
To sharpen its estimation when dealing with real underwater noises and decrease the false alarm rate, the strategy is
again to use the time-frequency representation of the observation. cZZ ðk0 ; f Þ is compared cN~ N~ ðk0 ; f Þ to provide valuable
information of the energetic variations in the known signal’s
bandwidth. Yet, other signal of no interest might occur in the
same bandwidth (other biological sources, distant ship noise
or transient noise), so the previous calculation is compared
to the nearest frequency bands.35
For ABW Z-call detection investigated in this work, the
qk estimation strategy results in three steps, using the previously computed time-frequency estimate of the PSD cZZ ðk0 ; f Þ
and the noise’s cN~ N~ ðk0 ; f Þ (Sec. III C 1) described by the following algorithm on each time segment (denoted by k0 ).
Step 1: The signal presence is evaluated in the Z-call
unit A frequency band (A ¼ [25.5–26.5] Hz) by the absolute
ratio between the maximum value of the observation’s PSD
and the mean value of the estimated background noise,
 

max cZZ k0 ; f
f
; f 2 A:
(8)
zcallk0 ¼
cN~ N~ ðk0 ; f Þ
When this is ratio greater than 1, it indicates the presence of
a short-duration signal in unit A frequency band but does not
differentiate signal from “non-signal” short-duration events.
Step 2: The false alarm due to energetic transient wide
band noises is estimated by measuring the ratio between the
observation PSD and the estimated background noise, outside the Z-call frequency band (f 2 ½0; 15½[27; fs =2).
transk0 ¼ max
f

cZZ ðk0 ; f Þ
:
cN~ N~ ðk0 ; f Þ

(9)

available.30 However, in the absence of this knowledge, theoretical analysis of the performances cannot be easily performed. A solution to this problem is to resort to ad hoc
approaches such as Monte Carlo simulations. It relies on an
extensive computation over an artificial dataset, and has
been realized for the classic SMF in several publications.15,28,31 Yet, performance simulations might not be representative of the method’s robustness to noise in real
conditions. The third option is to confront the algorithm to a
ground truth dataset,17,35,37 keeping in mind that the annotating process has been shown to be subjective and quite variable, especially in low SNR conditions.36 This is why,
choice was made to use additional information from multisensor observation and whale localization to reduce the subjectivity of the annotation process and evaluate the SMF’s
performances on a robust ground truth dataset. The SMF’s
performances are assessed on real marine signals by the
comparison of the method output with human inspected and
annotated data (Sec. IV A). Results are compared to the commonly used temporal MF and to the Z-detector.17
A. Groundtruth dataset context

Over the passage of a singing ABW through the SWIR
array on May 31st, 2013 (Fig. 1), 845 Z-calls have been
annotated, emitted during slightly more than 21 h
(01:20–22:40). This dataset, recorded by OBS RR48, is corrupted with different noise sources presented in Sec. II B:
•
•
•
•
•

Step 3: The time dependent SNR qk, is then determined
in dB as the ratio between the two previous steps


zcallk0
:
(10)
qk0 ¼ 20 log
transk0
To take into account global changes in the acoustic
environment, mostly due to continuous sounds, qk is
enhanced with a value b (qk ¼ qk – b) for whole observation
duration, depending on the background noise estimation as

Tonal noise radiated from a close ship is present between
01:20 and 08:00.
P-calls are emitted from 20:10 to the end.
Strong fin whale pulses appeared between 10:40 and
18:40.
The “chorus”6 phenomenon is present in the whole
dataset.
More than 50 seismic events occur.

This dataset provides great variations of the SNR from
first contact to the last [Fig. 5(a)]. Considering a mean speed
swim of 10 km/h, the whale trajectory is extrapolated as range
indicator. At 1:30, the ABW is estimated to be 100 km away
in the South direction from the OBS RR48 (qk ¼ 1:6 dB) and
130 km North West at 22:40 (qk ¼ 3:4 dB). The closest point
of approach is measured by the localization at 10:03, and is
35 km away from the sensor (qk ¼ 13:45 dB).
B. Method

b¼

0
M

if M > 0;
elsewise;

(11)

P
with M ¼ ð1=KÞ Kk¼1 ðzcallk  transk Þ. To return to real
time k, data are interpolated. Only positive values of qk trigger the reconstruction of the observation [Eq. (3)].
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Passive detection algorithm performances assessment is
a tricky subject.36 The formal expression of a detector’s performances is derived from the probability of false alarm and
the probability of true detection information, when they are

This day-long record is divided by portions of 80 min
for the analysis. As it was described in Sec. III B 1, the signal reference for both the SMF and the Z-detector is quite
similar. This signal is also used for inter-correlation for
the MF and on the SMF-output cleaned data (SMF þ MF)
for similar comparison. It is a 20 s-long signal of 2001
samples.
For the SMF, cZZ ðk0 ; f Þ is realized using Hanning window of 2048 samples, with 98% overlapping. The median
filter applied to each frequency canal for the background
noise estimation has 201 samples (Sec. III C 1). Its equivalent duration is 83 s, four times longer than a Z-call. After

FIG. 5. (Color online) Time-dependent compared performance analysis of MF, SMF þ MF, and the Z-detector on a ground truth dataset of 845 annotated
calls, on May 31st, 2013. (a) Detected call measured input SNR qk (Sec. III C 2). Performance criterion are measured on 80 min portions of observation containing on average 53 calls (min. 43 to max. 62). (b) DR, (c) FDR, (d) MDR.

retrieving real-time k (Sec. III C 2), the size of the sliding
window used to assume the stationarity of the noise is set to
match the signal with K ¼ 2001 samples. The output is analyzed with two detection thresholds (Ts) set at the output of
the correlation (SMF þ MF): Ts ¼ 0.01 and Ts ¼ 0.005.
For the MF, the observation is previously filtered by the
application of a band-pass filter in the Z-call frequency band
(15–30 Hz). The detection threshold is set at Ts ¼ 0.01. As
for the SMF þ MF, Ts ¼ 0.005 has also been tested. This
threshold was to low for detection: most of the MF output
were occurring above this threshold, this is why it is not presented here.
Before applying the Z-detector, the observation is
down-sampled to a base-band signal for better computation
time. The detection threshold of the Z-detector automatically
adapts to deal with noise variations in the environment (e.g.,
transient signal) and allows Z-call variations in frequency,
amplitude or duration.6,17 The threshold s to separate the signal and the noise is fixed at 0.15% and the worst-case userdefined Probability of false alarm is fixed at 3%, as in the
work presented in Ref. 17.
For each annotated Z-call, the maximum of the SMF qk
estimation (Sec. III C 2) is measured and the outcome of the
detection methods are checked. An arbitrary confidence index
assigned by the operator is also added, that reveals to be in accordance with SNR variations (the lower the SNR is, the harder it is

to classify an event). Number of false alarms is counted.
Different criteria are defined to evaluate the performances.
The detection rate (DR) indicates the rate of detected
true calls overall detections
DR ¼

nb: of true positives
:
nb: of true positives þ nb: of false negatives
(12)

The missed detection rate (MDR) indicates the rate of true
calls that are not detected
MDR ¼

nb: of false negatives
:
nb: of true positives þ nb: of false negatives
(13)

The false discovery rate (FDR) indicates the rate of detections that are not calls
FDR ¼

nb: of false positives
:
nb: of false positives þ nb: of true positives
(14)

Note that DR þMDR ¼ 1.
C. Results

Figure 5(a) highlights the correspondence between
May 31st, 2013 timing and SNR variations introduced by

the whale movement and background noise evolutions.
Figure 5(b) presents the estimated DR (12), (c) FDR (14),
and (d) MDR (13), per 80 min portions of the observation
for the three compared methods, the MF Ts ¼ 0.01, the
SMF þ MF Ts ¼ 0.005 and Ts ¼ 0.01 and the Z-detector.
Figure 5 shows that for all methods is that the DR increases
with the measured input SNR qk (when the whale is the
closest) while the FDR and the MDR decrease. The MF has
higher FDR than the other two methods. The Z-detector has
higher MDR (and therefore lower DR) than the SMF þ MF
or the MF (except on the observation 5:20–6:40 and the last
one 21:20–22:40).
Before 08:00, qk is <10 dB and ship noise is present.
For the first three portions of observation, the best DR is
reached for the SMF þ MF for both thresholds, then for the
MF. The smallest DR is obtained by the Z-detector, that
does not detect any call before 2:40. On the 4th portion starting at 05:20, DR of the MF is greater than the other two
methods: the SMF þ MF misses a detection occurring at the
same time as a seismic event. For the observation starting at
06:40, DR of the MF is really low. It might be due to the
change of background noise when the ship noise fades while
the whale calls are still quite low: the detection threshold is
not adapted. One explanation for the SMF þ MF false
alarms that occur between 01:20 and 2:40, as well as some
of the MF’s, is that they are triggered by continuous remaining signal in the unit A band that probably comes from distant calls (Sec. II B) but could not be strictly assigned to one.
The other MF false alarms were mostly due to seismic
events. The whale is estimated to be 65 km away from
OBS RR48 at 05:00 and 130 km away at 22:00. Yet, due to
the ship noise present at the beginning of the record, qk is
of the same order (Sec. III C 2). Those too low or negative
estimations of qk impact not only the SMF þ MF, but also
the other methods by increasing the number of missed
detections.
Between 08:00 and 16:00, the qk is >10 dB and the
three methods perform similarly. However, the MF FDR is
higher. There are only few missed detections methods likely
due to the simultaneous occurrence of Z-call and short larger
band noise (fin whale pulse or seismic event).
After 16:00, qk decreases to values smaller than 10 dB.
MDR raises as the DR decreases but the methods FDR are
still lower than before 08:00: there are lesser continuous
sound-sources. However, DR and MDR results are quite
similar to the ones before 08:00. For the last observed portion, the MF’s really low DR indicates that MF-processed
data reach the limit of the signal excess.
It is important to give some perspectives for the analysis
of the comparison between the SMF þ MF and the Zdetector. Although the SNR definition remains the same
between the SMF and the Z-detector (power ratio between
the signal and the noise present in the observation), its estimation diverge. As presented in Sec. III C 2, the SMFs input
SNR qk is measured continuously in the time-frequency
domain, with a parameter to prevent positive values on nonZ-call events. This is made so that in the presence of a call,
even incomplete, qk might be measured positive to satisfy
Eq. (3). However, for the Z-detector, the input SNR is

FIG. 6. (Color online) Comparative performance analysis between the MF,
the SMF þ MF and the Z-detector on real data. (a) DR against measured
SNR with two thresholds (Ts ¼ 0.005 and Ts ¼ 0.01) applied on the correlation output. (b) Stacked bar representation of the number of annotated calls
per SNR for DR estimation.

measured using the energy of the observation in the baseband representation (15 Hz bandwidth centered around
22.5 Hz) and the diagonal values of the noise covariance
matrix:17 the values can be negative. The SMF-detected calls
estimated qk varies between 0 and 20 dB while the Zdetector measured input SNR (for the same detections)
varies between 15 and 15 dB.
The Z-detector is designed with an adaptive detection
threshold that satisfies a user-chosen “worst” probability of
false alarm of 3%.17 This, might explain the higher MDR
when qk < 10 dB, compared to the SMF þ MF and the MF,
where the threshold is fixed and is supported by the results
of Fig. 6.
Figure 6(a) displays detection results, as DR against
SNR for the MF Ts ¼ 0.01, the SMF þ MF Ts ¼ 0.005 and
0.01 and the Z-detector. Figure 6(b) (bar representation)
highlights the number of annotated calls on which the DR is
estimated. A higher number of annotated calls gives more
credit to the associated DR estimation. DR reaches one at a
lower SNR for the SMF þ MF (’3 and 4 dB, respectively,
for Ts ¼ 0.005 and 0.01) than for the Z-detector (14 dB) or
the MF (’16 dB).

TABLE I. Experimental performances of MF, SMF þ MF and Z-detector
on a 22 h long noise-corrupted database with 845 annotated Z-calls. Noise
types: Boat tonal noise, seismic events, other biological sound sources. Are
displayed, the detection rate (DR), the missed detection rate (MDR), and the
false discovery rate (FDR). Best results are indicated in bold font.

MF
SMF þ MF
Z-detector

Ts

DR

MDR

FDR

0.01
0.005
0.01
—

81.4%
94.1%
92.2%
77.6%

18.6%
5.9%
7.8%
22.4%

18.1%
0.50%
0.13%
0.76%

To complete this analysis, Table I presents comparative
performances of the methods over the entire dataset. It highlights that the SMF þ MF Ts ¼ 0.005 performs great results
with the highest DR–smallest MDR (respectively, 94.1%
and 5.9%), and with a lower FDR than the other methods
(0.5% against 0.76% for the Z-detector and 18.1 for the
MF). At an equivalent threshold Ts ¼ 0.01, it still performs
better than the MF with higher DR (92.2% against 81.4%),
and the best FDR, 0.13%. The choice of the threshold should
result from a compromise between the DR and FDR wanted
that relies on the context. The Z-detector FDR is still reasonable since <1% and quite close to the SMF þ MF
Ts ¼ 0.005: the Z-detector has only one more false alarm
than SMF þ MF over the whole dataset. However, their DR
(SMF þMF Ts ¼ 0.005 94.1%, Z-detector 77.6%) and MDR
(SMF þ MF Ts ¼ 0.005 5.9%, Z-detector 22.4%) are quite
different since more than a fifth of the annotated Z-calls are
not detected by the Z-detector. Even if it might be due to the
set of the Z-detector threshold at a worst probability of false
alarm of 3%, the SMF þ MF Ts ¼ 0.005 performs better: if
the threshold was lowered to reach the same FDR, the DR
that is already better than the Z-detector’s would increase
and the MDR would decrease. Drawn from the results, it is
possible to notice that when the ship noise is present and at a
fixed DR > 75%, the SMF þ MF Ts ¼ 0.005 expands the
detection range of the sensor up to ’90 km against ’ 60 km
for the Z-detector, with an equivalent FDR.
To conclude, because it strongly reduces the noise, the
SMFþMF achieves great FDR even with really low thresholds and. It performs better than the MF in real conditions,
when dealing with real marine signals corrupted by noises. It
is more robust than the MF and the Z-detector in low SNR
conditions, improving the detection range of ’30 km, compared to the other methods, with an equivalent FDR.
V. DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVES

The method’s limitations are reached when qk is estimated equal to zero or negative [Eq. (3)]. In that case the
SMF applies the first filter and therefore the observation is
not considered as signal. Due to the definition of the estimation of qk used Eq. (10), it might occur in different context.
If the call is completely embedded in short-duration but
same bandwidth noise, e.g., seismic event or high intensity
fin whale pulses, the noise estimation will overcome the estimated presence of the call. Yet, this combination of events is
quite unusual and might be hard to detect even by an experimented analyst. The second source of error occurs on highly
remote calls. As discussed in Sec. II C, only unit A remains
from long distance propagation. The emitted calls follow
multiple-path spreading that are denoted on recorded data by
multiple echoes. In some circumstances, it leads to an almost
uninterrupted signal in the unit A frequency band, where the
dissociation of singular calls is complicated, even for an
automatic detection algorithm. It might lead to missed
detections.
Overall, in passive contexts, it is very difficult to control
the content of recorded data. Therefore, the evaluation of
detection algorithm performances has to be either assessed

using simulations or confronting the detector to a ground
truth datasets. The first one, related to the detection theory,
provides a probabilistic approach of the method’s performances and satisfies classic signal processing techniques. Yet,
it is often not representative of the method’s robustness
against noise, to the detection of degraded signals etc.
Ground truth datasets provide a large variety of observations
and set of events that would be hard to recreate. But, data
annotation has been shown to be subjective and highly variable between data analysts, and even one cannot always be
consistent.36 It would be a great asset to create a common
open-source dataset for algorithm training and testing, and
then be able to compare detection algorithm performances to
one another.
The use of the SMF þ MF increases greatly the detection range, by providing robust detection performances up to
a 130 km radius (when no ship noise and 90 km when ship
noise is present): there might be several acoustically active
ABW in such an area. Two different approaches exist to
attribute one song to the right whale. The first one is to separate the recorded songs, as in blind source separation.
However, for the moment, no call differences between two
blue whales of the same sub-species have been noticed. The
other is to associate a song to a trajectory. This is the aim of
our future work, by automatically measuring signal’s times
of arrival using the SMF, to feed the input database of detection algorithm.9
VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, an extended version of the SMF for SNR
maximization and detection in a passive context is presented.
The method, originally based on the MF, is derived from the
second order statistics of the signal and the noise. It can be
seen as a time-varying linear filter adjusted in accordance
with the estimation of the input SNR. The background noise
and the time varying SNR are estimated using timefrequency analysis. For ABW call detection, the signal’s
covariance matrix is derived from a predefined parametric
model. Performances are assessed using a ground truth
dataset containing 845 calls, spread on more than 22 h,
recorded over the passage of a singing ABW in the vicinity
of an OBS array in the southwest Indian Ocean. This
record presents great variations of SNR and is quite representative of region’s sounds diversity in the 0–50 Hz bandwidth. The combination SMF þ MF outperforms the MF
on low SNR observations: the detection rate is higher, the
number of missed detections is lower, and the number of
false alarms is drastically decreased. When dealing with
ship-noise corrupted data, the SMF þ MF also provides a
greater detection range than the Z-detector (þ30 km), for a
detection rate >75% and with an equivalent false discovery rate.
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